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University of Iowa Press. Fold-out book or chart. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Iowa Farm in
Your Pocket: A Beginner's Guide, Kirk Murray, Newcomers to Iowa are always amazed at the yearly
changes in the heights of fields. The landscape expands from ground level to ten feet tall and back
again every year: from frozen bare ground in winter to light green sprouts in late spring to dark
green corn in late summer to acre upon acre of dry cornstalks at harvest time. Slow and unwieldy
machines take up more than their share of the roads, clouds of black or yellow dust cover the fields
in spring and fall, pigs (or are they hogs?) in various colors look out from fences, huge tractors with
complicated add-ons lumber through the fields, shiny silos linked with tentacles tower above tidy
white farmhouses dwarfed by huge red barns. What are the names of all these animals and crops
and buildings and machines? As an introduction to the practical magic of Iowa farmscapes, "Iowa
Farm in Your Pocket" won't tell you everything you should know to be a true Iowan, but it will tell
you enough that you can survive a day at the...
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Reviews
It in a of the most popular ebook. I have got study and i am certain that i am going to likely to read again yet again in the future. I am happy to inform you
that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have study inside my very own life and might be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Alison Sta nton
A top quality ebook as well as the typeface used was interesting to see. It usually fails to charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr . Isa bell Wiz a DDS
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